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FROM: Jeanne Moreau  
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SUBJECT: NFPA 664 A11 ROP Letter Ballot Circulation 

 

The Friday, April 9, 2010 date for receipt of the NFPA 664 ROP letter ballot has passed. 

 

The preliminary ROP ballot results are as follows: 

 

24 Members Eligible to Vote 

  3 Ballots Not Returned (W. Anderson, D. Curtis and R. Nelson) 

 

15 Affirmative on All 

  5 Negatives on one or more proposals as noted in report  

  1 Abstentions on one or more proposals as noted in report  

  

Reasons for negative votes, etc. from alternate members are not included unless the ballot 

from the principal member was not received. 

  

In accordance with the NFPA Regulations Governing Committee Projects, attached are 

reasons for negative votes for review so you may change your ballot if you wish.  

Abstentions and affirmative comments are also included.   

 

If you wish to change your vote, the change must be received at NFPA on or before 

Monday, April 19, 2010.  Members who have not returned a ballot may do so now. Such 

changes should be sent to Jeanne Moreau-Correia via either e-mail to 

jmoreaucorreia@nfpa.org  or via fax to 617-984-7110.   

 

The return of ballots is required by the Regulations Governing Committee Projects. 

 

ATTACHMENT: Circulation Explanation Report  
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664-2 3.3.6 Deflagration Hazard, 4.7 (Log # CP8 )

Negative

Insogna, S. This definition may not adequately capture all deflagrable wood dust.  NFPA 654 suggests that a
hazard may exist at dust accumulations less than those described in this definition.    Also the unit of measure
for Tp in 4.7.2 is not given.  Finally, there may be an error in the equation itself: neither inches, centimeters, or
millimeters seems to work as units of measure for Tp.  I believe the bulk density in numerator should be 20
lb/ft2, not 30, and the other number in the numerator should be 0.125, not 1.125.  In that case, a Tp unit of
measure of inches seems to "work".

Ural, E. This proposal is somewhat useful but needs several fixes:
1) Move proposed new section 4.7 "deflagration hazard" to before current section 4.6
2) delete references to upward  facing surfaces, as dust can accumulate on other surfaces as well
3) delete references to fugitive dust, as hazardous dust layers can be formed by other means such as spills
4) the bulk density formula is WRONG. The submitter probably meant
Allowable Thickness (in) = 0.125*20/[measured bulk density (lb/ft3)]
5) new section 4.7.2 unconservatively makes the use of the formula optional for denser layers. Remove the phrase "permitted to be"
from this section.
6) the wording of new section 4.7.1 may result deadly misinterpretations. For example, an inexperienced user may assume
deflagration hazard does not exist if the layer area is smaller than 5% floor area or 2000 ft2
7) This section does not clarify that consequences of "deflagration hazard" include explosion, building collapse, flash fire, and
serious burn injuries. Need to add annex material.
8) The approach adopted in this section is inadequate. The committee should adopt the flash fire and explosion hazard methodologies
published in NFPA 654 ROC document.
9) Replace all occurrences of “deflagrable” with “explosible” because:
* The latter (not the former) is commonly used in safety standards (such as NFPA).
* The latter (not the former) is commonly used in test standards (such as ASTM).
* NFPA 664 references ASTM 1515 and 1226 which talk about explosible dust not deflagrable!
* The word “deflagrable” does not exist in dictionaries and people’s vocabularies. Hence, it does not convey the same sense of
danger to workers, even those that are college graduates.
* In fact, a Google search for “deflagrable dust” found no results.

Affirmative with Comment

Eng, H. Clarification needed on formula in 4.7.2.  What are final units of Tp.  Is there metric equivalent formula?  Define constant
1.125 in formula.

664-3 3.3.9.2(2), (3), and (4) (Log # 25 )

Affirmative with Comment

Levitt, P. Reference to mechanical shaker should be deleted. Shaking of filter bags produces little, if any, dust cloud. The wood
waste sloughs off the filters, often in clumps. We do not need to tell users that the filters should only be shaken when the fan is off.
Pressure pulsing should continue to be prohibited, since it does produce a dust cloud.

664-8 3.3.24.1 Deflagrable Wood Dust, 3.3.24.2 Dry Nondeflagrable Wood Dust (Log # CP18 )

Negative

Chastain, B. We believe that the current definition of deflagradable wood dusts provides the user with a means to assess risk that
is accessible without necessitating lab testing indiscriminately for every product stream. For example, what benefit is there in testing
combustibility/explosibility of large, green (40% moisture) chips of wood in a sawmill or on the "green end" of the wood process
stream as would be the case with the proposed definition?  There is no lost history to substantiate the need to include large, green
wood material in the definition.  Testing large, green chips will result in a unwarranted financial burden on the wood industry.   Also,
one of the main arguments usually mentioned for the elimination of the size criterion is the decreasing of particle size through
attrition. This is indeed the case for brittle materials, but is not consistent with the material within the scope of this document (wood
dust). We believe that the standard will have the greatest net benefit if it is made to be reasonably usable by all of industry without
the unnecessary use and costs of consultants, labs, etc., and where loss history does not substantiate need for testing large, green
wood chips/material.

Francis, S. the value, 420 microns, was based on significant research, the proposal is not.

Affirmative with Comment
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Myers, T. Discussion of a 500 micron size criterion should be removed from section A.3.3.24.1.  The point of the proposal is that
there is NOT a single size criterion that can be used for all materials to determine if an explosion hazard exists and that the
determination should be based upon explosion testing.  Introducing the 500 micron size criterion (in addition to the historical 420
micron criterion) only confuses matters when based on the proposal, the 500 micron size criterion cannot be used to determine
whether or not a material is explosible.

Ural, E. Following improvements are needed:
1) Replace the phrase "presenting a fire or explosion hazard" with "presenting a flash fire or explosion hazard"
2) correct the title of ASTM E1226
3) Replace all occurrences of “deflagrable” with “explosible” because:
* The latter (not the former) is commonly used in safety standards (such as NFPA).
* The latter (not the former) is commonly used in test standards (such as ASTM).
* NFPA 664 references ASTM 1515 and 1226 which talk about explosible dust not deflagrable!
* The word “deflagrable” does not exist in dictionaries and people’s vocabularies. Hence, it does not convey the same sense of
danger to workers, even those that are college graduates.
* In fact, a Google search for “deflagrable dust” found no results.

664-9 7.13 (Log # 7 )

Affirmative with Comment

Guaricci, D. I believe the user did substantiate the potential need for such tools.  The committee did not substantiate any reasons
for rejection that provided factual data supporting this rejection.  I believe we should address the substantiation's in detail rather than
out of hand.  We provided much less substantiation then the submitter did.

Insogna, S. I understand that the submitter did not present information that directly supports the proposed
change.  I think the Committee should invite the submitter to re-submit the proposal if more supporting
evidence can be provided.

664-12 8.2.2.2.1.5, 8.2.2.2.1.5.1, 8.2.2.2.1.5.2 (Log # CP4 )

Negative

Insogna, S. I don't think the exception for "normally" closed floor sweeps should be allowed.  My experience
in the health and safety field tells me that controls that should "normally" be in place often are not.  The
consequences of too low duct transport velocities are too serious for the exception to be allowed.

664-15 8.2.2.2.1.8 (New) (Log # 3 )

Negative

Chastain, B. Mandated access panels would greatly increase the possibility of material "hang-ups" especially when handling
sticks. This can lead to eventual "bird-nesting" and complete material clogging within the duct. When applied to smaller duct
diameters, a 24x24 access panel would necessitate a drastic increase in cross-sectional area producing a corresponding drop in
velocity, also causing settling. Operator downtime is cited as justification, so use of access panels such as these should be left to the
discretion of the operator, if these are to be allowed at all.

Francis, S. access doors in small diameter duct can cause disturbance in flow resulting in clogging/coating which increases the
hazard in the duct.  It also raises demand on motors and fans in the system for an event (firefighter intervention) which ought to be
avoided if this code is followed.

Abstain

Guaricci, D. This is a catch 22 requirement.  During a fire if untrained individuals open these hatches then can cause harm to
themselves and allow fire spread.  I suggest the following be added. " 8.2.2.2.1.9.6 Hatches, doors, openings for fire inspection
should be clearly marked for "Fire Department or Fire Brigade Use ONLY"

Affirmative with Comment

Ural, E. This section should spell out "Hazard determination shall conclude whether a fire hazard or a deflagration hazard exist for
the ducts." and direct the user to sections 8.2.2.2.2 or 8.2.2.2.3 or both as appropriate. Hazard determination should also spell out
how much accumulation can be tolerated for each hazard, and minimum frequency for cleaning.

664-16 8.2.2.2.3(2), 8.2.2.2.4, 8.2.2.2.5, 8.2.2.2.6 (Log # CP10 )
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Negative

Guaricci, D. This requirement would cause major cost without benefit.  Section 8.2.2.2.4 is not practical on most ducts unless they
are located within 10 feet of a wall all along its run.  8.2.2.2.5 would have a high cost to its users and would only be applicable to
ducts 32" and under because of device size limitations.  Section 8.2.2.2.6 needs to be amended to allow methods of isolation as
provided in NFPA 69 which in many cases would lower the cost of protection significantly by eliminating the potential of an event in
the duct work propagating from a vessel.  Suggest Section 8.2.2.2.6 be amended to say "Metal ducts located outdoors shall be
equipped with deflagration relief vents designed, installed and maintained in accordance with NFPA 68, Standard on Explosion
Protection by Deflagration Venting or protected with isolation methods as per NFPA 69 and have a design strength exceeding the
maximum

Affirmative with Comment

Levitt, P. believe the numbering of the revised paragraphs is incorrect.
8.2.2.2.4 should be 8.2.2.2(3)

8.2.2.2.5 should be 8.2.2.2(4)
8.2.2.2.6 should be 8.2.2.2(5)

Myers, T. Section 8.2.2.2.3(2) should be reworded to "...deflagration suppression system that has a maximum reduced
deflagration pressure below the duct design strength".  The duct has a design strength, the deflagration suppression system has a
maximum reduced deflagration pressure.

664-20 8.2.2.5.1.4(7)(b) (Log # CP6 )

Affirmative with Comment

Levitt, P. The committee's substantiation does not address why molders (moulders) are now prohibited. Manufacturers of
enclosureless dust collectors told me that  they have no reported occurrences of fires with moulders. However, some manufacturers
have commented that CNC multi axis routers should be prohibited because they have reports of fires caused by the machine not
programed properly, causing the spinning router tool to go through the wood & gouge the steel table, spark, ignite the wood dust &
result in a dust collector fire. I will attempt to talk to a few more manufactures & get their input.

664-22 8.2.2.5.3(2) and (3), A.8.2.2.5.3(3) (Log # CP12 )

Negative

Guaricci, D. A.8.2.2.5.3(3) If relief pipes are used in conjunction with deflagration relief vents to direct the vented gases to a safe
location, the reduced deflagration pressure will be higher than if no relief pipes were present.  This statement implies the vessel will
change its allowable resistive pressure.   In point NFPA 68 vent calculations require the adjustment of the vent area and the vent duct
to allow the Pred to stay the same.  Also flameless vents are used to eliminate vent ducts and are also calculated to allow the Pred to
remain the same.  The effective relief area they provide allows the vent area calculation to be the same as a standard non-frangible
vent.  Suggest the rewording to "A8.2.2.5.3(30) If relief ducts are used in conjunction with deflagration relief vents to direct the
gases to a safe location the vent size and duct size must be adjusted to allow the Pred to remain as that without a vent duct."

Isolation Devices require qualifications.  Guidance not fully provided by NFPA 69 and at times is misleading.  Suggest following.
"8.2.2.6.5.3  Isolation devices shall be rated for the expected maximum Pred and dust flow.  A8.2.2.6.5.3 Isolation devices are not
rated for all situations.  Approvals are based on limitations of Pred. and dust flow.  Care should be taken to review the use of an
approved devices considering the approval limitations.  For example a dust collector vented with a Pred of 2 bar could not be used
with an isolation device rated at 1 bar or a vessel designed for containment could not be used with a device limited to a Pred of 4 bar.
Many isolation valves have limited dust flows as dust can effect the operation of the valve.

Affirmative with Comment

Myers, T. The sections should be reworded.  The dust collectors have a design strength and deflagration suppression systems and
deflagration relief vents have maximum reduced deflagration pressures.

664-23 8.2.2.6 (Log # 2 )

Affirmative with Comment

Levitt, P. I have spoken with the submitter, John Constance & encouraged him to propose specific text, as indicated in the
committee statement.

664-24 8.2.2.6 (Log # CP13 )

Negative
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Guaricci, D. The following section treats the detection of sparks before the collector as being equal to detection of sparks after the
collector.  While there is benefits as indicated to both this section eliminates a potential for ignition inside of the collector as possible
with decomposed product, etc.  It in effect states if the spark detector did not see it, a deflagration or fire in the collector could not
happen.  For this application to prevent return to the building the sensor should be after the collector.  This in itself creates a problem
depending on the blower location and or the distance from the collector to the building which in many cases is much shorter then the
distance required of spark detection systems.  I suggest the following changes.
664: A.8.2.2.6.2; 2007]
(1) The system shall be equipped with a listed spark detection system, designed and installed in conformance with
the relevant sections of NFPA 72, National Fire Alarm Code, located on the exhaust side of the dust collector and
(2) The exhaust air duct conveying the recycled air back to the building shall be equipped with a high-speed abort
gate activated by the spark detector in 8.2.2.6.4(1), and the abort gate shall be sufficiently fast to intercept and divert
any burning material to atmosphere before it can enter the plant.  The gate shall be rated to handle the reduced pressures and/or
pressures of a deflagration in the closed position or should be placed after applicable explosion isolation devices.
(3)* The abort gate is provided with a manual reset so that, after it has aborted, it can be reset to the normal position
only by manual interaction at the damper; automatic or remote reset shall not be allowed. [* = 664: A.8.2.2.6.2(3)]
(4) The required duct work required to allow detection and subsequent closure of the abort gate shall be placed outside of the
structure"
The appendix would also require changing as above.

Wagoner, A. If adopted, the proposed text will place an excessive and likely undue economic burden on a
great many woodworking operations by essentially mandating that all facilities that recycle their exhaust air
install explosion isolation devices.  Although a rare and unlikely exception is offered, it puts the burden on the
company management to prove to an AHJ that a deflagration hazard does not exist.
No loss history study or even a case study has been presented that justifies that such changes are warranted.
The protection measures required by the current standard have a good track record in protecting woodworking
facilities.  Recent incidents in the industry where losses have occurred have been due to a failure to follow the
current standard and not because additional protection measures were needed.
The North American woodworking industry is struggling economically and the adoption of this revision will
create yet another barrier to its survival.  For this reason, adoption of the proposed text will conflict with the
very goal of this standard as stated in 4.1 to provide for a facility that is "reasonably protected...in a cost-
effective manner".

Affirmative with Comment

Levitt, P. 8.2.2.6.4.(2) should end with 8.2.2.6.4.2
8.2.2.6.5 Are we now requiring explosion isolation?
Is this required in addition to spark detection & extinguishing &/or abort gates?
Does this apply to the previous paragraph for outdoor cyclones & indoor enclosureless dust collector?

664-28 8.3.2.5.1 (Log # 17 )

Affirmative with Comment

Insogna, S. I believe there is a typo in the first line of Exception: it should read "expanding" oil volume
instead of "expending".

664-34 10.4.6 (Log # CP19 )

Affirmative with Comment

Ural, E. - delete references to fugitive dust, as hazardous dust layers can be formed by other means such as spills
- Replace all occurrences of “deflagrable” with “explosible” because:
* The latter (not the former) is commonly used in safety standards (such as NFPA).
* The latter (not the former) is commonly used in test standards (such as ASTM).
* NFPA 664 references ASTM 1515 and 1226 which talk about explosible dust not deflagrable!
* The word “deflagrable” does not exist in dictionaries and people’s vocabularies. Hence, it does not convey the same sense of
danger to workers, even those that are college graduates.
* In fact, a Google search for “deflagrable dust” found no results.
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664-37 11.2.1.1 (Log # 8 )

Affirmative with Comment

Insogna, S. As with proposal 664-9, I think the submitter should be invited to re-submit the proposal with
more supporting evidence.

664-46 A.8.2.2.2.1.6 (Log # 22 )

Affirmative with Comment

Levitt, P. A.8.2.2.1.6 (1) is confusing. Why are there parentheses for the second half of the sentence?
There should be a comma after the word duct.
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